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Abstract— The Radix-2 decimation-in-time Fast Fourier Transform is the simplest and most common form
of the Cooley–Tukey algorithm. The FFT is one of the most widely used digital signal processing algorithms.
It is used to compute the Discrete Fourier Transform and its inverse. It is widely used in noise reduction,
global motion estimation and orthogonal- frequency-division-multiplexing systems such as wireless LAN,
digital video broadcasting, digital audio broadcasting. It is described as the most important numerical
algorithm of our lifetime. The number of applications for this transform continues to grow. The DecimationIn-Time radix-2 FFT using butterflies has designed. The butterfly operation is faster. The outputs of the
shorter transforms are reused to compute many outputs, thus the total computational cost becomes less. The
32 bit input FFT is synthesized using Verilog. The simulation results and the implementation details such as
design summary, RTL schematic and others can be noticed. The design is developed using hardware
description language VHDL / Verilog on Xilinx 14.2 xc3s500E.
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INTRODUCTION
I.
The Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is obtained by decomposing a sequence of values into components of
different frequencies. The Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) are the efficient algorithms to compute the DFT. The
FFT algorithms are based on the principle of decomposing the computation of DFT into sequences of smaller
DFTs [1]. This operation is useful in many fields but computing it directly from the definition is often too slow
to be practical. The FFT is used in various applications where the frequency-domain representation of a signal
has to be analyzed. In the communications area, the FFT has gained attention because of its use in orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. For OFDM receivers, a FFT processing block is required [2].
Several communication systems require medium resolution (9–12 bits) analog-to-digital converters with
bandwidths in the tens of MHz range [3]. The applications that use the FFT impose challenging specifications
for its processing, such as small silicon area, high throughput, short processing time and reduced power
consumption. For these applications, pipeline FFT architectures are accurate [4]. FFT has applications in mixed
radix system, one of the popular numerical systems in which FFT numerical base or radix varies from one
position to another position [5]. FFT is the most popular digital spectrum analysis technique [6].
The DFT is one of the fundamental operations in digital signal processing. The original computation of
DFT with sample input requires complex multiplications. Cooley and Tukey first introduced the concept of FFT
to demonstrate a significant computational reduction from to by making efficient use of symmetry and
periodicity properties of the twiddle factors. These properties are:
Symmetry property:

/

=

(1)

Periodicity property:
=
(2)
The related algorithms for the computation of the DFT are generally known as the FFTs. DFT and FFT are very
popular signal processing tools [7]. An FFT computes the DFT and produces exactly the same result as
evaluating the DFT definition. Computing the DFT of N points in the naive way using the definition takes
O(N2) arithmetical operations while a FFT can compute the same DFT in only O(N log N) operations. FFT
module can be designed for the receiver and can be used for the transmitter IFFT with external conjugation
either in hardware or software [8]. The discrete Hartley transform (DHT) is widely used in signal and image
processing applications. The advantage of the DHT over the DFT is that it can be used to avoid complex
operations when the input sequence is real. The forward and inverse DHTs differ from each other in their form
only in the scaling factor [9]. The decimation in-time (DIT) and the decimation in- frequency (DIF) algorithms
are the typical forms of the FFT algorithm.
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II. 32 BIT DIT RADIX-2
2 FFT
The DIT
D radix-2 FFT
T recursively partitions
p
a DF
FT into two hallf-length DFTss of the even-in
ndexed and odddindexed tim
me samples. The
T outputs off the shorter F
FFTs are reuseed to computee many outputts, thus the tottal
computatioonal cost is deecreasing. Thee radix-2 FFT
Ts do not requ
uire explicit biit-reversal [10]. To lower thhe
complexityy, Cordic-basedd FFT/inverse FFT engines are
a used for speectral processinng [11]. DIT FFT algorithm on
o
n = 2 p inpu
uts with respecct to a primitivve n-th root off unity ω = expp (2πj / n) reliees on O(n log n)
n butterflies. In
the case off the radix-2 Cooley–Tukey
C
algorithm,
a
the DFT of size-2
2 butterfly takees two inputs (x
x0, x1) and givves
two outputts (y0, y1) by thhe formula
y0 = x0 + x1
(3)
(4)
y1 = x0 - x1
where k is an integer deppending on thee part of the traansform being computed. The FFT processors use butterffly
mplex valued data are performed [12]. Ann IEEE floatinngoperations in which the arithmetic opeerations of com
malized numbbers, performs all IEEE rouunding modes and will outpput the correcttly
point addeer accepts norm
normalizedd rounded sum
m/difference in the format reqquired by the IE
EEE Standard [13]. The firstt step in the DIIT
algorithm is shown in Fig
F 1. The deciimation of thee data sequence can be repeaated again and
d again until thhe
resulting seequences are reeduced to one--point sequences. For N = 2v, this decimatioon can be perfo
formed v = log2N
times.

Figure 1: First step in thee Decimation-In-Tiime Algorithm

A basicc butterfly operration requires only N twiddlle-factor multipplies per stage.. FFTs of any factorable
f
lenggth
may consist of successivve stages of shorter-length F
FFTs with twiiddle-factor mu
multiplications in
i between. Thhe
twiddle facctors may be coomputed or maay be obtained ffrom a memoryy. The efficientt floating-pointt implementatioon
of the butteerfly units perfforms the compputations in FFT
T processors. The
T twiddle facctors are also computed
c
in eacch
stage according to the ru
ules of butterfl
fly operation. T
There are five stages in the 32 point FFT operations. Thhe
butterfly co
omputation is simple and tim
me consuming compared to other
o
methods. The length-32
2, DIT FFT wiith
the input data
d values or numbers scram
mbled and outpput data valuess or numbers in
i order of thee 32 bit butterffly
diagram. The
T twiddle facctor computatioon is done at eeach stages of butterfly
b
diagraam. Twiddle faactor are a set of
complex rooots of unity, fixed
fi
by the trannsform order aand which mustt be applied to intermediate reesults in an FFT.
This 32 bitt radix-2 DIT FFT is designeed and simulatted in Spartan 3E xc3s500Euusing VHDL/V
Verilog synthessis
using Xilinnx 14.2.
III. SY
YNTHESIS RE
ESULTS AND
D DISCUSSION
N
The 322 bit radix-2 DIIT FFT is syntthesized in Spaartan 3E starterr board as the eevaluation dev
velopment boarrd.
The familyy is Spartan 3E
E, the device ussed is xc3s5000E, the packagee is FG320 andd the speed is -4.
- The top levvel
source type is HDL, the synthesis tooll is XST(VHD
DL/Verilog), th
he simulator iss Isim(VHDL/V
Verilog) and thhe
VHDL souurce analysis standard is VH
HDL-93. For 322 bit, the 32 biit binary numbbers in x_r[31:0] and x_i[31:0]
are given as
a the input off real and imagginary parts andd after the trannsformation using Verilog cooding, the outpput
of real andd imaginary parrts are obtained in y_r[31:0] and y_i[31:0].. The transform
mation is done with the help of
butterfly diiagrams. The result
r
obtained after simulatioon in the Isim window
w
is show
wn in Fig 2.
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Figure 2. Simulation Output of 32 Bit Input DIT Radix-2 FFT

The implementation results will be obtained in the synthesis of 32 bit radix-2 DIT FFT. The implementation
details include the design summary from which the logic utilization is obtained, floor planning, I/O planning and
timing constraints of clock domain, inputs, and outputs are shown below. The device xc3s500E design summary
of 32 bit radix-2 DIT FFT is shown in Figure 3. The number of logics used in the design is obtained from the
device utilization summary. The design can be done in this device since the percentage of logic utilization
comes within 100%. The logic utilization details of 32 bit shows that the number of slices is 8%, slice FF is 6%,
4 input LUTs is 7%, bonded IOBs is 15%, BRAMs is 60%,18*18 SIOs is 80% and Gclks is 4%.

Figure 3. Design Summary of 32 Bit Input DIT Radix-2 FFT

The timing constraints used in the user constraints while synthesizing 32 bit radix-2 DIT FFT is shown
below. This includes timing of clock domain, inputs and outputs. The timing constraint of clock domain is
shown in Figure 4 in which the clock pulse is given as the input. The timing constraint of inputs is shown in
Figure 5. The timing constraint of output is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4. Clock Domain Timing Constraint
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Figure 6. Output Timing Constraint

The floorplanning is shown in Figure 7. Floorplanning is the process of identifying structures that are placed
close together, and allocating space for them so as to meet the conflicting goals of available space (cost of the
chip), required performance, and desired to have everything close to everything else. The goals of floorplanning
are to increase density, routability, or performance and to reduce route delays for selected logic by suggesting a
better placement. Floorplanning allows you to choose the best grouping and connectivity of logic in a design
and manually place blocks of logic in an FPGA device. Even a good floorplan does not guarantee that a design
will meet timing. A bad floorplan will lead to waste-age of die area and routing congestion.

Figure 7. Floor Planning

The I/O pin planning or plan ahead of 32 bit radix-2 DIT FFT is shown in Figure 8. Input and output (I/O)
signals can be assigned to package pins in the design. This process launches the PlanAhead™ software for
FPGA designs and Pinout and Area Constraints Editor for CPLD designs. This process operates on the top
module in the design before the design is synthesized. This allows assigning input and output signals to package
pins before the underlying logic in the design has been developed. Constraints are saved to a user constraints file
User Constraints File. You can create this file prior to running this process. The PlanAhead software extracts the
top-level I/O port information from the associated HDL source files. Complicated design constraints are
generated in practice to guide the I/O placement. Performing I/O pin assignment for FPGA devices describes the
procedure for creating and assigning I/O ports to physical package pins.
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Figure 8. I/O Pin Planning

IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, the design of 32 bit radix-2 DIT FFT is implemented in the FPGA Spartan 3E. The total
computational cost is less as the shorter ones are reused to compute many outputs. The simulation of 32 bit radix2 FFT is done and outputs are obtained in Isim window. The design summary describes the logic utilization
details which shows that the number of slices is 8%, slice FF is 6%, 4 input LUTs is 7%, bonded IOBs is 15%,
BRAMs is 60%,18*18 SIOs is 80% and Gclks is 4%. The logic utilization of xc3s500E for implementing DIT
radix-2 FFT increases as the number of bits for processing increases. The implementation details are noticed after
synthesizing using the Xilinx 14.2. The timing constraints of clock domain input and output, floorplanning and
I/O planning are noticed.
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